Thorough control of the optical mode of a single photon is essential for quantum information applications. We present a comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of a light-matter interface based on cavity quantum electrodynamics. We identify key parameters like the phases of the involved light fields and demonstrate absolute, flexible, and accurate control of the timedependent complex-valued wave function of a single photon over several orders of magnitude. This capability will be an important tool for the development of distributed quantum systems with multiple components that interact via photons.
Thorough control of the optical mode of a single photon is essential for quantum information applications. We present a comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of a light-matter interface based on cavity quantum electrodynamics. We identify key parameters like the phases of the involved light fields and demonstrate absolute, flexible, and accurate control of the timedependent complex-valued wave function of a single photon over several orders of magnitude. This capability will be an important tool for the development of distributed quantum systems with multiple components that interact via photons. Single photons are of paramount importance for modern quantum information science. Envisioned applications range from all-optical quantum computation [1, 2] to quantum communication in nonlocal quantum clouds [3, 4] . As all the conceived quantum information protocols involve, in one way or another, interference effects, coherent photons are mandatory for the implementation of these protocols [5, 6] . This requirement includes the (relative) coherence within the photon wave packet as well as the (absolute) coherence with respect to a common network reference clock. Full control over amplitude and phase of the photon's temporal mode is a challenge [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , as is the mode conversion for all regimes from narrow to broad-bandwidth single photons. Meeting these challenges would open up new possibilities like temporal mode matching in multimode quantum networks or information encoding in the optical mode of the photon.
Here we exploit the arsenal of cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) [24] and demonstrate deterministic mode control over single optical photons. Toward this end, we extend previous models [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and take into account the full energy-level structure of the atom that serves as photon emitter and photon receiver in a highfinesse optical resonator. We find a surprisingly strong frequency dependence of the process efficiency with a pronounced minimum that originates from destructive interference of transition amplitudes. We also show that the emission efficiency is not a reliable measure for photon coherence. We moreover shape the photon phase, demonstrate the mode selectivity of photon absorption, and stretch and compress a given single-photon wave packet by 3 orders of magnitude. All these achievements are realized in combination with a convenientto-implement coherence-testing method that outputs the time-dependent complex-valued temporal mode function with minimal resources [33] . As both the amplitude and the phase of the temporal mode are determined with respect to a commonly accepted reference, a phase-locked laser, we are now in a position to certify the (absolute) coherence of a network photon.
Our system uses the quantum memory scheme described in Ref. [34] and therefore all the following results are also valid for single photons encoding a qubit in their polarization degree of freedom. We use a single 87 Rb atom trapped in an optical high-finesse cavity. The cavity is resonant with the D 2 line of 87 Rb at 780nm. Our output (or input) photon is resonant with the cavity and addresses the transition |F = 1, m F = 0 ↔ |F = 1, m F = −1 with a single-photon detuning ∆ (see Fig. 1 ). The control light addresses the transition |F = 2, m F = −1 ↔ |F = 1, m F = −1 with the same detuning ∆ such that the Λ scheme is in two-photon resonance. The combination of the two light fields drives the atomic population from the state |F = 1, m F = 0 to |F = 2, m F = −1 in absorption and vice versa for emission. The cavity is asymmetric such that the photon mostly enters/leaves the cavity via the mirror with the highest transmission. We refer to the decay rate via this mirror as κ c , whereas we name κ l the decay rate via the second mirror including intracavity optical losses (see Fig. 1 ).
Ref. [32] provides a comparison of different models describing the photon absorption/emission by atomic systems [28] [29] [30] [31] . The one proposed by Gorshkov et al. [29] 
Model of the experimental setup. (a) A single atom of 87 Rb is trapped in a high finesse optical cavity via a 2D optical lattice (not shown). The control field of Rabi frequency Ω(t) and π-polarization impinges from the side of the cavity. The incoming photon is a weak coherent pulse of temporal shape e(t). The atom is coupled to the cavity field E(t) with the light-matter coupling constant g. (b) We use a Λ scheme with three excited-states. The Zeeman states involved are mF = 0 for F = 1 and mF = −1 for F = 2 and F = 1, 2, 3.
is particularly relevant for us as it considers a singlephoton detuning ∆. We adapt the derivation to a system with multiple excited states and obtain two important expressions, one for the relation between the complexvalued temporal shape of the single photon and the control field and another one for the efficiency of the absorption/emission. The shape of the single-photon state is specified by its temporal mode function e(t) i.e. |1 = R dt e(t)â † (t)|0 . For the emission process, the link between the singlephoton shape e(t) and the Rabi frequency of the control field Ω(t) is of the same form as the one derived in [29] :
Here K is a parameter containing all the characteristics of the atomic structure, the cavity parameters and the detunings, as derived in the Supplemental Material (SM). For coherent light-matter interaction, time reversal guarantees that the emission and the absorption processes are described by the same equation: the efficiency is the same and Eq. (1) written for emission is just reversed in time and complex conjugated for the absorption. Following [29] , the ideal efficiency of the photon absorption/emission process η C = 2C/(2C + 1) only depends on the cooperativity C = g 2 /2κγ, where g is the light-matter coupling constant, κ = κ c + κ l the cavity field decay rate and γ the atomic polarization decay rate. For our setup, the parameters have the values (g, κ c , κ l , γ) = 2π × (4.9, 2.4, 0.3, 3.03) MHz [35] . For an imperfect cavity, however, the overall efficiency reduces to the product of η C and the escape efficiency η esc = κ c /(κ c + κ l ) [27] . With multiple excited states, the efficiency becomes a function of the single-photon detuning, η C (∆). Indeed, ∆ modifies the strength of the interaction with each excited state. Figure 2 (a) compares the experimentally measured efficiency with three different models. The three curves correspond to the models with F = 1 only, with both F = 1 and F = 2, and all three excited levels F = 1, 2, 3. Both states |F = 1 and |F = 2 participate in the Raman process. Depending on the detuning, constructive or destructive interference occurs in the photon absorption/emission process. This explains that the efficiency varies with the detuning and can be larger or smaller than in the case with only one excited level F = 1. In contrast, |F = 3 does not couple to the ground state |F = 1 but potentially destroys the emission process by incoherent scattering.
Surprisingly, the experimental data tend to follow the model with two excited levels. This is explained by the fact that the models provide the efficiency for a pure temporal mode whereas the single-photon counting modules detect any mode. Therefore, the theoretical efficiency can only be compared with the experimental one in the regime of coherent emission. For instance, populating state |F = 3 in the emission process leads to decay back into the initial |F = 2 ground state and thus to a new emission attempt. This starts at a random time and potentially from a different m F state. On average, this results in a mixture of wavepackets which are all detected by the single-photon counting modules although they are not part of the coherent emission process.
The presence of incoherent processes in the photon emission is well illustrated in Fig. 2 
Here the temporal distributions of the single-photon detection events are plotted for left and right circular polarizations. For a large red detuning or close to the transition to |F = 3 , the photon shape alters and (unwanted) left circularly polarized photons are generated. A simulation of the full system has been performed and supports the experimental observations (see SM).
The presence of light in both polarization modes indicates the occurrence of incoherent processes. A contrario, the absence of two polarizations in Fig. 2 When the phase chirp is compensated, the fidelity between the target shape and the measured one is 90%. The dotted lines in plot (b) correspond to the shape with a residual detuning of 180kHz with which the fidelity goes up to 98%. In contrast, without phase compensation, the fidelity is 55%. For these measurements, the detuning is ∆/2π = −20MHz and the targeted temporal shape e(t) of the single photon is a hyperbolic secant with the characteristic time T = 0.5µs.
guarantee the coherence of the wavepacket. In addition, the measurement via photon counting does not provide any information about the phase of the temporal shape e(t). In particular, Eq. (1) predicts a time-dependent phase term. This term actually accounts for the light shift induced by the control field. Without compensation of this phase, a frequency chirp is imprinted on the emitted photon. This chirp is unwanted and can enlarge the photon bandwidth to a value larger than the cavity bandwidth, thus decreasing the emission efficiency. We emphasize here that Fig. 2 was measured with phase compensation that is achieved by properly controlling the phase of the control laser. In order to evaluate the temporal shape e(t) of the emitted photon, i.e. amplitude and phase, we use a temporal mode analysis technique [33, 36, 37] . As explained in the SM, from a set of homodyne measurements we obtain the real and imaginary part of the temporal mode function e(t). Figure 3 shows two cases: (a) without phase control and (b) with phase compensation. Figure  3 (a) clearly shows the frequency chirp induced by the control field. The fidelity with a purely real temporal shape is 55% in that case [38] , showing the detrimental impact of the phase chirp in case it is not properly compensated. With compensation, the imaginary part in Fig. 3 (b) becomes smaller and the fidelity increases up to 90%. The majority of the remaining infidelity is likely to originate from a residual constant detuning of 180kHz of the local oscillator, as including this into the theory results in a fidelity of 98%.
In addition, we obtain a photon-number distribution with p |0 = 0.716(2), p |1 = 0.284(2) and p |2 = 0.001 (2) . Considering the global detection efficiency of 0.6 and the atom preparation efficiency of 0.74, we estimate p |1 ≈ 0.64 at the output of the cavity for each successful preparation of the atom. This result agrees with the one obtain by single-photon counting (see SM).
Similarly to the emission case, the phase of the temporal profile is also important in absorption. Indeed, not properly compensating the phase chirp induced by the light shift leads to a temporal mode mismatch between the incoming photon and the storage mode defined by the shape of the control field. Figure 4 illustrates this important aspect. We apply a phase jump of ∆φ in the middle of the temporal shape of the input photon. Hence, for a π phase jump, the input single photon has a temporal shape orthogonal to the one defined by the control field. This results in a suppressed efficiency. In the case depicted in dashed red, we apply a π phase jump on the control field such that, this time, the input photon without phase jump should not be stored as it lives in an orthogonal temporal mode. Note that here and in the following experiments, we use a weak coherent state with a well controlled shape as an input.
By combining absorption and emission, it is in principle possible to convert between arbitrary shapes. We have realized two different conversions. In the first one, we store a photon of duration T = 500µs and re-emit it with a new duration of T = 0.5µs with an overall effi- ciency of 17%. In the second one, we have performed the opposite transformation, from T = 0.5µs to T = 500µs, with an efficiency of 22%. Figure 5 displays the two corresponding output shapes measured by photon counting. With a total efficiency of about 20% and a change of pulse duration by three orders of magnitude, our system outperforms the non-unitary reshaping that can be achieved with any amplitude modulator [11] . This opens up the possibility to connect quantum devices working at very different time scales.
Although most of our results show a very good agreement between theory and experiment, the efficiency of about 20% does not match the theoretical value of (66%) 2 = 43%, assuming that absorption and emission have the same efficiency. As we have measured an emission efficiency of about 66%, this tends to indicate that the absorption is a factor of two smaller than expected. This difference remains unexplained and neither the theory nor the experimental imperfections seem to quantitatively explain the observed discrepancy. Nevertheless, except for this point, our efficiency is in principle not fundamentally limited, and ideally a unitary emission/absorption/transformation is achievable with a non-lossy cavity and a higher cooperativity, as explained above.
In conclusion, we have shown two main achievements. First, we developed a comprehensive description of lightmatter interfaces using CQED. This allowed us to extend the operating parameters, especially the detuning of the control laser and the cavity, over a wide range into a regime that was not explored before. For large detunings, we found it mandatory to compensate the photon phase chirp that stems from the in this case large timedependent control-laser intensity. We also identified efficiency limitations from destructive interference of emission pathways as well as decoherence issues from spontaneous emission and optical pumping. It is worth noting that the drawn results apply formally to any CQED system, and that most of the observed effects are relevant for other physical platforms [39] .
Second, we used this understanding to demonstrate an unprecedented level of control of the temporal shape of a single photon in absorption and emission, and thus transformation. These are crucial capabilities in many quantum information protocols involving single-photon states. For instance, it allows to achieve a high level of indistinguishability between multiple systems and therefore sustains the scalability of single-photon based quantum architectures. Of course, all the discovered features can immediately be transferred to single photons carrying polarization qubits.
Last but not least, the extended parameter regime with the possibility of using the cavity far-detuned from the atomic resonance will be an important tool for coupling individual atoms from a multi-atom quantum register to the same cavity [40] .
We thank L. Giannelli In this additional document, we provide details necessary to carry out the results presented in the main text. We first provide the derivation of the main equations. We then discuss some more specific aspects of our results. Eventually, we provide details about the homodyne measurements. As summarized in [3] , various approaches have been proposed to describe the coherent absorption/emission of a single photon from an atomic system coupled to an optical cavity via a two-photon Raman interaction. The solution that considers any arbitrary single-photon detuning was proposed by [1] . In the following, we adopt this previous work by considering an imperfect cavity and adding more excited levels to the considered Λ-scheme. After simplifications with reasonable assumptions, we end up with formally the same system of differential equations as [1] and therefore solve the system the same way. Eventually, we find a new expression for the efficiency (absorption/emission) and a new relation between the temporal mode of the photon and the temporal shape of the control field.
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A. The original model
Remarkably, although in [1] the number of atoms is assumed to be large, an assumption which is obviously not possible for our system, they end up with the same differential equation system as [2, 3] which consider a single atom in the framework of the input-output formalism [4] .
Within the Hilbert space H atom ⊗ H cavity ⊗ H in ⊗ H out , the model is restricted to the following set of product states |g, 1, 0, 0 , |g, 0, 1, 0 , |g, 0, 0, 1 , |e, 0, 0, 0 , |s, 0, 0, 0 , each respectively associated to the probability amplitudes E, E in , E out , P, S. For the atom, |g is the ground state, |e the excited state and |s the storage state. Those three levels constitute the Λ-system.
We will use the notations of the original derivation by [1] so that the reader can easily refer to it. One can nevertheless refer to the following table of notations
We start with the input-output relation of the quantized optical field for the cavity:
with 2κ being the cavity field decay rate.
Here, γ is the atomic polarization decay rate, g the cavity coupling rate and Ω the Rabi frequency of the control field (treated as classical). Note that our definition of Rabi frequency is different from [1] but the same as [2] . Hence, one can write the equations of motion within the rotating frame:
In Fig. 1 , we specify the definition of the different parameters.
B. Imperfect cavity
The optical cavity is not perfect, and it is necessary to model it with two decay channels: one to the output field, κ c , and a second for optical losses, κ l . This later including the transmission through the high-reflectivity mirror and the intra-cavity losses. Then, we introduce the escape efficiency
which can be interpreted as the ratio of the probability of the cavity field to escape through the output field, proportional to κ c , to the probability to escape from the cavity, including the output field and the losses channel κ c + κ l . Hence, the input-output relation (1) and the equation of motion (2) for the cavity field become
As we will see, this change simply adds a prefactor to the efficiencies.
C. 3 excited states
In order to describe our experiment completely, we introduce P 1 , P 2 , P 3 for the excited states F = 1, 2, 3 (note that we ignore F = 0 as it is not coupled to any of the ground states for the considered optical fields).
FIG. 2. Atomic level structure of 87
Rb used for our model. In black, the levels considered for the model. In red, the cavity field which couples F = 1 to the excited states F = 1 and F = 2 with different strength gi=1,2. In blue, the control field coupling F = 2 to F = 1, 2, 3 with the Rabi frequencies Ωi=1,2,3.
We also define the associated cavity coupling rates, g i , cooperativities, C i , and Rabi frequencies, Ω i , as
with c si (resp. c gi ) being the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the transition between the state |s (resp. |g ) and the excited states |e i . We then obtain the following system of linear differential equations:
D. Analytical adiabatic solutions
To find an analytical solution, we apply two assumptions analogously to Gorshkov et al. [1] . First, we assume the bad cavity limit κ g (13) such that one can adiabatically eliminate the cavity field, i.e.Ė ≈ 0. This is obviously a questionable approximation in our case. However, [3] has shown that the analytical solution one obtains remains satisfying as long as one uses a smooth enough shape for e(t). Second, we assume smoothly varying control Rabi frequencies, Ω i (t), and a smooth incoming photon, E in (t) (or out-coming photon E out (t)), such that one can adiabatically eliminate the P i s, i.e.Ṗ i ≈ 0. The equations then simplify as follows
In order to simplify the expressions, we introduce the intermediate parameters
Therefore, on can solve the previous system and obtain the following differential equatioṅ
with the parameter
Eq. (20) is a first order linear differential equation with a variable coefficient. We thus get the solution
E. Photon emission
In the case of photon emission, there is no incoming photon, i.e. E in = 0, and we start with a fully populated storage state S(t 0 = 0) = 1. For convenience, we use the notation
Therefore, Equation (14) becomes
and Equation (6) becomes
Then, by using Eq. (15)- (17) , one can find
with
Again, all the properties of the atom-cavity system are integrated in the time-independent parameter L.
Photon emission efficiency
In the next step, we want to calculate the efficiency of the photon emission process. This can be evaluated by integrating the outcoming-mode:
By assuming 2Kh(t → ∞) → ∞, we obtain the efficiency
In contrast to [1] , the efficiency here depends on the single-photon detuning (contained in the parameters K and L).
Photon shape control
Here, the mapping between the control Rabi frequency, Ω , and the created photon shape, E out , is derived. We first introduce the temporal shape of the out-coming photon. This latter is normalized and thus
We start by using the equation (25) t 0 dt |e(t )| 2 = 1 − exp(−2 Re(K)h(t)).
Then taking the time derivative we get
which can be transformed to
We now need to calculate the phase of Ω. As equation (25) gives
we obtain from (31) arg(E out ) = arg(e) = arg(L) + arg(Ω) − Im(K)h(t) (33) that we can rewrite to arg(Ω) = arg(e) − arg(L) + Im(K)h(t) .
First, L only contributes with a time-independent phase term which we omit in the following. Second, in order to express Ω as a function of e(t) only, we have to substitute h(t) in the phase term via the equation
such that
We can now write the Rabi frequency of the control pulse as a function of the desired output photon temporal shape
Although this expression is analytically of the same form as the one derived in [1] , the new term K is making all the difference.
F. Photon absorption
The storage of an incoming photon can be seen as the time-reserved process of photon absorption as explained in [1] . We can then use the transformations
assuming t 0 = 0 at the beginning of the retrieval or, symmetrically, at the end of the storage. The control field Rabi frequency for photon storage can be directly
obtained
It directly follows from the time-reversal argument that the absorption efficiency equals the emission efficiency for an incoming photon which is perfectly coupled to the cavity mode.
II. SPONTANEOUS DECAY AND INCOHERENT PHOTON EMISSION
The analytical solution that we have derived assumed that any spontaneous decay systematically ends the photon emission/absorption process by removing the excitation from the system. This is true for a system with many atoms as the storage is carried by a spin-wave excitation, i.e. any spontaneous decay will destroy the coherence of the spin-wave. For a single atom, the situation is different as there are no coherences to destroy. Hence, after scattering a photon, the atomic population has a non-vanishing probability to decay to a state within the F = 2 ground state manifold. All states within this manifold are coupled by the control pulse to at least one excited state which forms a Λ-system with the cavity mode. Hence, if the control beam is still on, a new attempt of photon generation starts. Figure 3 reports the photon shape presented in the main text in the case of large single-photon detuning with respect to F = 1. We essentially notice here the changes in the photon shape and some detection events on the orthogonal polarization. This is the main consequence of spontaneous decay. The grey lines correspond to the simulation of the system including those different photon emission channels.
A. Numerical simulations
To quantify the impact of incoherent processes started by spontaneous atomic decay, we employed the Quantum Toolbox in Phyton(QuTiP) to numerically integrate the dynamics of the system. To this end, the system is simulated by implementing all ground states, as well as all 13 relevant states of the D 2 line, which are coupled by the control pulse to one of the states in F = 2. Additionally, both the σ + -and σ − -modes of the cavity are added to the system. Furthermore, for every cavity mode, two additional states for the out-coupled and the lost population are added.
A unitary Hamiltonian contains the 13 coupling terms associated with the coupling of the control pulse to the excited states, and the 12 coupling terms corresponding to the coupling of the two cavity modes with the F = 1 ground state manifold. The out-coupling and losses from the cavity mode are described with collapse operators with decay rates κ c and κ l , respectively. Analogously, for every atomic decay channel, a collapse operator term is added with the atomic decay rate, γ, weighted by normalized Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
To integrate the system, the unitary Hamiltonian, along with the collapse operators, are passed to the master equation solver of the QuTiP package.
The produced photon is determined by the timeevolution of the expectation value of the states associated with the out-coupling of the cavity-mode. Note, that this model only allows for the simulation of the photon emission process, but not for the photon absorption. 
III. HOMODYNING
Here we provide details and discussions about the temporal mode measured with a homodyne detection [33] .
A. Temporal mode expansion
Given a set of quadrature measurements x k (t), one can compute the auto-correlation function x k (t)x k (t ) k . Then, we compute its eigenfunctions and their associated eigenvalues. The set of eigenfunctions that we obtain is orthogonalized, i.e. R f i (t)f j (t)dt = δ ij . We take a set of measurements of the vacuum state by simply blocking the signal such that we have a reference. Normalized by the vacuum state, each eigenvalue κ i , associated to the eigenfunction f i , corresponds to the energy in the mode defined by this eigenfunction. Therefore we have the equality κ i = 2n i + 1, where n i is the average photon number in the mode f i .
Assuming that the signal field contains only a mixture of single-photon and vacuum states and that the single- photon state is in a pure temporal mode, one can obtain at most two eigenvalues above one. (More eigenvalues would indicate that there is more than one temporal mode not being a vacuum state.) The temporal mode of the single photon can be reconstructed via
Note that if we only have one eigenvalue then only one mode counts.
Hence, from this, one can compute the phase of the temporal mode f to be φ(t) = arctan √ n 2 f 2 (t) √ n 1 f 1 (t) .
This latter raises the question of the sign ambiguity of the phase. Indeed, there is no way to determine which mode is f 1 and which one is f 2 . However, as explained in [33] , this ambiguity can be lifted with an additional measurement with a detuned local oscillator. Nevertheless, in our case this ambiguity is not a relevant issue as we have a very good agreement between theory and experiment.
B. Efficiency
In the following, we provide an exhaustive list of optical losses present in our experimental setups:
• 0.74 (5) for the atom preparation. The microwave driving is not fast enough to compensate broadening induced by the fluctuating magnetic field. Therefore, only a part of the population ends up in the state |F = 2, m F = −1 whereas the rest remains in the initial state |F = 1, m F = 0 .
• 0.66 for the photon production. This number is given by the theory and has been confirmed by the measurement with the single photon detector (SPD).
• 0.90(1) for the fiber coupling, which includes the mode matching between the cavity and the fiber, the fiber coupler losses at both ends, and the fiberlosses themselves.
• 0.970(5) for the isolator.
• 0.88(1) for the mode matching between the local oscillator and the signal mode. This number is equal to the visibility squared (here 0.94%).
• 0.89 (5) for the efficiency of the photodiode.
• 0.98 for the contribution of the electronic noise (which corresponds to 17dB between the signal shot noise and the electronic noise).
• 0.90(1) basic optical components losses like mirrors, wave plates and filters.
The overall efficiency is then about 0.30 (5) which is in a good agreement with the homodyne measurement for which an average photon number of 0.3 has been measured. This is important because it confirms that all the photons are in a single mode (real or complex). As mentioned at the end of the main text, the efficiency in absorption is significantly smaller than the efficiency in emission (this latter being in a good agreement with the efficiency predicted with the model). It is clear that the absorption case is more sensitive to experimental imperfections as the incoming photon and the control field have to match each other, whereas in emission, the cavity and output field are adapting to the control field. The homodyne measurement can measure the temporal shape of the photon but remains with a limited bandwidth whereas SPDs can detect a large range of frequencies. By measuring the same efficiency than the SPD, one rules out the possibility that the system emits statistically into different modes. This could have been an explanation of the observed reduced absorption efficiency.
